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It was teddy bear carnage at the Wookey Hole Caves… Teddy Bear 

Museum… in western England.  In the summer of 2006… a Doberman 

pinscher guard dog named Barney "just went berserk." … In an evening 

rampage… Barney shredded about 100 of the bears on display. … But 

what got attention of the Associated Press… and was picked up by 

newspapers such as the New York Times… and the Washington Post… 

was that he tore apart Mabel!  … … Mabel was Elvis Presley's teddy bear. 

Mabel was owned by an English aristocrat named Benjamin Slade who 

lives close to the museum. He had reportedly paid something like $75,000 

for the bear at a Memphis auction, and then loaned it to Wookey Hall 

Caves. The museum's general manager, Daniel Medley, reported: "I had a 

very embarrassing phone call with the owner. He's not very happy at all." 

What would possess Barney the guard dog to become so angry? To be so 

violent? The dog's handler, Greg West, speculated that it might have been 

either a "rogue scent" that "switched on Barney's deepest instincts, or it 

could have been jealousy," because, according to West, "I was stroking 

Mabel and saying what a nice little bear she was."  

At any rate, West spent several minutes chasing Barney before he could 

wrestle him to the ground and end the canine's act of vengeance. Photos of 

the dog after he had been quieted show him sitting on his haunches and 

looking very contrite. No dogs are allowed now at Wookey Hole Caves. 

We may never know why an animal goes berserk … But there are certain 

things we can know about ourselves.  … What are the triggers that send us 

into a rampage? What releases our anger and desire for revenge? 
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Sometimes it is jealousy over the strokes that someone else got.  But we 

are about to see in our passage today in Judges… that as a believer… 

there is a trigger… that we can control… and we can prepare ourselves not 

to pull it… One of the take-homes from today’s passage will be an 

understanding of a very common trigger that often makes us want to seek 

revenge… and how we can keep ourselves from pulling it. 

Revenge... retaliation... striking out—these are often the responses that 

first cross our minds when someone does wrong against us. ... But since 

the coming of Jesus Christ... Scripture is clear and straightforward... 

personal revenge and retaliation are forbidden. ... A vengeful... vindictive 

spirit must never be allowed to grip our hearts. ... We are not to allow 

hatred... wrath... or malice to devour us. ... We need passages like today’s 

that help us get a handle on this in our own lives. 

Violence breeds violence. ... Once personal revenge begins... it is very 

hard to stop it. ... One act provokes another until folks lose sight of what 

started the problem. ... In the 1880's... the Hatfield and McCoy Feud began 

possibly over the theft of pigs. ... Over one hundred have been killed 

through the years. ... In 1971... the last two shook hands and ended the 

feud. ... The last McCoy died at the age of 98... and the Hatfield Funeral 

Home took care of the funeral. ... They were unsure of what actually 

caused the feud. 

The passion to get even seemed to govern Samson's life. His motto is seen 

in verse 11 of today’s passage... "As they did unto me, so have I done unto 

them" (15:11). ... I realize that as the defender of Israel... Samson's calling 

was to defeat the enemy...  but as we read of his escapades... we long to 

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Jdg+15%3A11
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see him fighting "the battles of the Lord" ... and not just his own private 

wars. ... (You see) ...When David faced the Philistines... he saw them as 

the enemies of the Lord... and David sought to honor the name of the Lord 

in his victory. ... Samson's attitude was different. 

(One more thing before we get to this morning’s passage...)  As 

Christians...  we need to beware of hiding selfish motives under the cloak of 

religious zeal and calling it "righteous indignation." ... Personal vengeance 

and private gain... rather than the glory of the Lord... has motivated more 

than one "crusader" in the church. ... What some people think is godly zeal 

may actually be ungodly anger... fed by pride and motivated by selfishness. 

(This is what we find in Samson... and it is just as ugly in our own lives. ... 

So if you are repulsed by what we are about to read of Samson... check to 

make sure there is none of it... in your own life. ... Are you disgusted by all 

of the evil in the world around us today... because you are afraid of how it 

might one day effect you...?  (If it continues... you are sure to suffer an 

unwanted loss...)  So... be honest... now...!  ... Is it fear that you might lose 

something you value... or are you disgusted by the evil you see on the 

news... because God’s glory is diminished by it...? ... For sure... it can be a 

godly anger that we experience when we see wickedness prosper and 

defenseless people hurt... but (truthfully) there is a very fine line between 

righteous indignation... and a "religious temper tantrum." 

Samson teaches us that our motivation for service is a huge factor in 

determining how faithfully we will serve the Lord. ... If our motivation is 

selfish... our service will be corrupted and inconsistent... serving only in 

spurts and flashes (just as we see in Samson.)   ...The result will leave us 

dissatisfied. ... If our motivation for service is for the Lord and His glory... 
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our labor will be steadfast... unmovable... always abounding in the work of 

the Lord. ... People like this may go through fiery trials and storms of 

adversity. ...They may get knocked down but they get right back up! ... 

When a fellow believer is critical of a ministry they were involved in... they 

keep going... because it is God’s approval they seek.  ... When friends and 

family and people they want the approval of... turn against them... they 

remain devoted to the Lord and determined to serve Him. It is people like 

this that make their mark for Christ and are used greatly by the Lord 

because they won't quit. 

In the last message... we found Samson's life going from bad to worse. He 

persisted in marrying an unbelieving Philistine... against his parent's 

counsel and the principles of God's Word. ... At the wedding feast... he 

propositions the guest with a riddle and a wager. ... After three days the 

Philistines have not figured out the riddle and threaten to burn the bride and 

her family. ... She pleads and weeps with Samson until he reveals the 

answer and she betrays him by sharing the secret with the Philistines. 

Samson is furious. ... He departs and kills thirty men for their clothing to 

pay the wager. ... Returning to his father's home without sexually 

consummating the marriage... the marriage is considered annulled and 

Samson's wife is given to another man. ... Samson does not realize this 

has taken place. ... We now open the curtain on chapter fifteen. 

Judges 15:1-5 

It's now June or July, a very hot season, time for the harvest, and Samson 

gets up one morning and says, "It's been three or four months. I've cooled 

down now, so I'll go see my wife." So he walks out, grabs a little goat (like a 
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box of chocolates and bouquet of flowers) and goes down to see his wife 

with this wiggling box of chocolates and flowers under his arm. ... He was 

probably planning to say, "Hi, how are ya? I'm sorry about those thirty 

Philistines. I do have a temper, but maybe you'll get used to living with 

that." ... He wanted to pretend as if nothing has happened. (We husbands 

have a way of doing that.) 

After he knocks on the door... and there stands Samson (with a lustful 

twinkle in his eye) standing before his (now former) father-in-law... the 

drama is so powerful... I can’t help running it through my imagination a little.  

... Samson had just beat up 30 Philistines and took their clothes to pay off a 

debt. ... His (former) father-in-law must have been shuddering when he 

answered the door... and there stood the most feared man in Philistia... and 

he had to give him some very bad news that was sure to infuriate him... He  

had already seen Samson’s anger. ... His thoughts were probably... “What 

do I say... what do I say...?  I accepted his dowry... and then gave my 

daughter to another man... What will he do to me...? O.K. ... Well here 

goes...   

I’m sorry Samson… but you are not to mess with that heifer… She’s 

somebody else’s now… But-but Samson… I’m sure you can understand.  

We all just assumed that you hated her… After all… she did deceive you 

and she told your riddle to your companions… She wrecked your party by 

crying for several days until you told her the riddle… So now… look 

Samson… over here I have a much better heifer… why don’t you take 

her…?  She looks better… doesn’t she…?  She doesn’t cry… she won’t 

deceive… No problem. Nothing lost. Wha-da-say…? Hmmmm…?  
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The explanation should have silenced Samson. ... Samson had no one to 

blame but himself. ... After he slaughtered the 30 philistines and took their 

clothes... he returned to the party... threw the clothes down in a rage... then 

turned and walked out... saying nothing as he left her his wife.  That was 

the final night of the wedding celebration – the night on which the marriage 

was to be consummated.  But Samson left. ... Now much time had 

passed... and there was no word whatsoever from Samson.  ...  What does 

he expect the father to think?  ... His leaving his wife... before the marriage 

had been consummated... brought much shame upon her.  ... The father’s 

act of giving her to another man... was the only way she could have 

regained some of her dignity. 

Judges 15:3 

The passion to "get even" was a controlling influence in Samson's life. He 

sets out to take revenge upon the Philistines. What he should have done is 

repent of his sin and disobedience to God. His disobedience brought all 

these problems and turmoil into his life.  

The same holds true for us too. It was Samson's own fault. His revenge 

can't be justified though he tried too. Samson considered himself more 

blameless than the Philistines. His word "innocent" indicates Samson's 

uneasiness about killing thirty men and his next planned action against 

them. His conscience must have bothered him. But like so many of us... he 

tries to justify his conduct by comparing it with worse conduct... and 

assuming that since it isn’t as bad... he has a right to his action.    
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In our culture... individual “rights” have become sovereign. ... From a 

biblical perspective... however... God is sovereign.  ... Therefore... we might 

want to consider what He says... before pressing our so-called rights. ... 

Specifically... we don’t have a right to “get even” with anyone... no matter 

what’s been done to us. ... In the New Testament, the apostle Paul writes, 

“Never pay back evil for evil to anyone...” and alluding to Deuteronomy 

32:35, Paul adds... “Never take your own revenge, beloved, but leave room 

for the wrath of God, for it is written, ‘Vengeance is mine, I will repay,’ says 

the Lord” (Romans 12:17, 19 ). ...  ...We might, therefore, want to catch 

ourselves before saying something like, “I have a right to get even.” 

 

Judges 15:4-5 

 

It is possible that the animals were not foxes... but jackals... which were 

more common in Palestine.  ... The same Hebrew word (shu‘al) is used for 

both. 

From the practical standpoint... it is likely that it was jackals. ... Foxes hunt 

alone... while jackals hunt in packs. ... Trapping this large a number of 

foxes would require not only great amounts of time... but also cover a large 

range of territory. ... But to acquire that many jackals would be a more 

manageable task.   Whole packs could be captured at once.  

Judges 15: 6-7 

The Philistines were not nice people. Once they found out what provoked 

Samson to do all the burning, they did not go after Samson (probably were 
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afraid of him) but went after Samson's former father-in-law and wife. These 

two paid with their lives for provoking Samson. 

"OK," says Samson... "since you acted like this, I'm going to get even." 

Personal revenge again. ... He didn't say, "I'm really the one at fault. Had I 

never left my father's house to get a Philistine woman and gone to the party 

and made the bet and created the quarrel and had the fit of rage and killed 

the thirty Philistines and tied the foxes we wouldn't be in this predicament." 

What he did say was, "You burned my ex father-in-law and my ex-wife, now 

I'll get you."  

Do you see how it builds? When we are wrong, looking for personal 

vengeance... we forget the initial cause. ... We forget that maybe it was our 

fault the whole time. ... We don't like to think it's our fault. ... We don't want 

to take the blame... and here we see that Samson is just like us. ... He 

struggles to get even... to justify his own actions. ... Then he says... "But 

after this. I'll quit."  - What an arrogant statement from the flesh! 

When we nurse our anger... our lust for revenge becomes insatiable. ... We 

might envision... in the manner of Samson... quitting after one more 

outburst... but one more outburst never satisfies us. ... And it certainly 

doesn’t satisfy our opponent.  We might think we have evened the score... 

“After this – it’s over.  They will know it and I will know it...”  But our 

opponent sees that it won’t be even until they retaliate even further. 

 

Judges 15:8 
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Samson smote the Philistines hip and thigh. ... This was a term for an 

ancient form of wrestling.... He was involved in violent... bloody... hand to 

hand combat. ... The Hebrew indicates he beat them piece by piece. ... It 

was a bloody cruel slaughter. ... He literally tore them to pieces. ... 

Retaliation increases in cruelty if it is not stopped. 

Well... because Samson sows the seed of personal revenge... he not only 

loses his wife... now he loses his authority (as we will see... among his own 

countrymen) ... and he ends up living in the cleft of a rock... (a very lonely 

and desolate place where only the hawks land.) ... Samson... the judge... 

God’s man to lead Israel into newness of life... the man who was designed 

by God to set Israel free... designed by God to honor his name... and to 

even have the Philistines honor the name of Jehovah... is hiding in a rock... 

in fear... alone.  

Judges 15:9-13 

Like dutiful subordinates to the Philistines the Judahites dispatch a host of 

men to get Samson from his hideout at Etam.  The conversation between 

the Judahite delegation and Samson is critical for understanding the 

current state of affairs. First, Judah is determined to avoid confrontation 

with the Philistines at all cost. They are content to let the latter rule over 

them. 

A small army of Judah's men go down to confront Samson at Etam. They 

feel their opening question should answer the whole matter: 'Don't you 

know that the Philistines are rulers over us?'  ... Sad, sad words. Here is a 

people who have acquiesced to bondage, who can no longer imagine 
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anything beyond the status quo, who see deliverance as a threat to peace, 

who look upon Yahweh's enemies as their rightful lords. Israel is a people 

who can forsake Yahweh instantly but who would not think of being 

faithless to the Philistines! What a pitiful question. 

“What do you think you are doing Samson…?” … They think Samson is 

fighting against them… instead of the Philistines. 

Samson had begun to break the cruel yoke of the Philistines.  ... God's 

people scold him instead of saluting him. ... They rebuke him instead of 

rejoicing.  ... They were hateful instead of hopeful. ... The tribe of Judah 

should have been the ones that were scolded.  ...The Lion tribe had lost its 

roar... resilience... reliability... responsibility... and resistance to the enemy. 

... They have accepted the status quo. ... There opposition to evil was 

gone.  ...They had given up and stopped trusting the Lord. ... They suffered 

from apathy and had no empathy or sympathy for Samson at all. ... Judah 

could have rallied around Samson and thrown off the enemy... but they 

didn't. 

Two insights are revealed here. ... First, it is possible for believers to get to 

the place where they prefer the slavery of sin to spiritual freedom. 

Compromise becomes more comfortable than commitment to the calling of 

God. We can get so numb... so accommodated to the world's lifestyle and 

sin in our life that we accept it and stop serving the Lord. ... We begin to 

reason, "What's the use? ... Things won't change! I'll just give in!" 

Secondly... we see that compromisers have no time for the committed. 

(Yes Samson acted in the flesh... but his action committed himself against 
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this enemy of God’s people.)  ... Samson's fearless resistance to the 

Philistines was a living rebuke and embarrassment to the tribe of Judah. ...  

It is tragic when you are committed... growing... and maturing in the Lord 

and you face opposition and resistance from apathetic believers 

accustomed to a wishy- washy spiritual life. ... They send messages to you 

that you are acting too fanatical... and you really should tone it down a bit.  

You don’t want to give others the wrong impression about us... 

Those who were supposed to be in the spiritual trenches with us... are a lot 

like the men of Judah... who lost track of who they were and what they 

were supposed to do. ... Those we were supposed to be shoulder to 

shoulder with... might even say something like, “What have you done to 

us?” 

 

When the men of Judah learned that the Philistines wanted only to capture 

and bind Samson, they offered to help. A nation is in a sad state indeed 

when the citizens cooperate with the enemy and hand over their own God-

appointed leader!  The one man who had opposed the Philistines with 

some success was under attack by the very people he was trying to help.  

 

Often people, out of sorts with God, attack and condemn the best people. 

Israel was so weak that they were defending the mean oppressors and 

attacking one who dared to oppose the oppressors. They should have 

defended Samson, but the cowards denounced him. 

 

But let’s turn the focus back onto ourselves...  What’s our calling? ... Is it 

not... like Samson... to participate in God’s deliverance of this world from 
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evil? ... We are called... by the power of the Holy Spirit... to implement the 

victory of the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ until He comes to 

complete the mission. ... But we sometimes display the same faults that we 

see in Samson.  ... (LISTEN)  There have been times... haven’t  there...? ... 

when we have nursed an anger into revenge... and it has caused us to 

forget—and compromise—our calling. ... We develop an obsession with 

personal vengeance... and our calling to deliver the world from evil falls 

between the cracks.  

 

Judges 15:12-13 

I think that we are starting to see some change in Samson. ... Samson 

must have realized that... if he didn't give himself up to the enemy... the 

Philistine army would bring untold suffering to the land. ... So he willingly 

surrendered. ... If he defended himself... he would have had to fight his own 

people. ... If he escaped... which he could easily have done... he would 

have left 3,000 men of Judah easy prey for the Philistine army. ... Samson 

knew that he had been commissioned by God as Israel’s deliverer.  ... 

There was something heroic... and deliverer-like...  about Samson's 

decision... 

Judges 15:14-16 

The Lord's strength came upon Samson, but he was proud and boasted 

only of his own strength. "With the jawbone of a donkey... I've killed a 

thousand men!" he said. ... In contrast to the Song of Deborah in chap. 5, 

not a word is said about God. ... Samson claims all the credit for himself.  

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=jdg%205
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So far we have seen a self-centered spoiled brat... who didn't need 

anybody but himself. ... Samson was proud... undisciplined... cocky... 

boastful... independent... and rebellious. ... He was a he-man with a she—

weakness. ... But some of that is about to change.  ... We are about to him 

go through some change... He is about to learn an important lesson that is 

key... to turning off our desire to seek personal revenge. 

 

Judges 15:18-20 

 

What is the point of this...?  Why did the writer of the Book of Judges 

decide that this was important enough to include right here...?   

 

God reminded Samson... that he was only a man... and he had to have 

water in order to survive.   ... Samson is so weakened by thirst... that he 

calls to Yahweh for help.  

 

(You need to know)... This is the first time we read of Samson... explicitly 

seeking Yahweh... 'You [and in the Hebrew it is emphatic]...  “YOU (!) have 

given this great salvation by the hand of your servant, and now I am going 

to die because of thirst and fall into uncircumcised hands'. ... So here is 

Samson... finally recognizing that he is dependent on Yahweh. ... Here is 

the savior confessing that he needs saved.  ... The writer of this book has 

repeatedly told us that Samson's power comes from Yahweh's Spirit... but 

this is the first time that we see that it has finally registered with Samson! 

We surely cannot miss this picture. ... Samson acknowledges that he is 

anything but self-sufficient. 
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In lifting up his prayer to God, Samson showed some humility which was 

not characteristic of him. ... God let Samson experience the trial of great 

thirst... in order to bring Samson to the place where he realized he was not 

self-sufficient... but desperately in need of the Lord. ... Samson even refers 

to himself as God’s servant. 

Then closely connected to this... we read that Samson judged Israel for 20 

years.  ... Once Samson learns this very important truth... we are given a 

summary of Samson’s long ministry. ... And what Samson has learned is 

the key for overcoming Samson’s character flaw... which has been the 

focus of this entire chapter... his passion for personal revenge. 

What is the key... and how does it work...? ... ... The key is recognition of 

God’s sovereignty... that we truly are not self-sufficient... Acting out on our 

own is NOT appropriate. 

You see... whenever we are consumed with a desire for revenge... aren’t 

we usually thinking... “That dirty rat will get away with it... unless I do 

something...!?  “...It is all up to me... or justice will not be realized. Unless I 

do something he will do it again and again... He needs to pay for his 

crime... and any payment that is delayed... or is less than what I know he 

deserves... will not be justice...!”     

That is self-sufficient thinking.  Self-sufficient thinking is at the heart of our 

seeking personal revenge... And self-sufficient thinking is what God 

corrected in Samson’s life. 

Does it need to be corrected in your life...?  Do you sometimes think that if 

retribution is not given in your sense of timing... and in the manner you 
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think it should... that justice is not served...?  ... Isn’t as if you are ignoring 

the important truth that God is still sovereign... we do not need to go it 

alone... and in fact... God’s ways are better than our ways...?  .  

The next time you feel a sudden urge to extract pay-back... don’t be so 

quick to pull that trigger. ... Ask yourself... “Am I feeling that I have to step 

out on my own here... or justice will not be served...?  Am I ignoring the 

sovereignty of God in this...?  Am I placing a self-sufficient sense of justice 

above my calling by God to redeem the world to Himself...?  

Just think of all the kinds of conflict in which a re-adjusted thinking about 

the sovereignty of God is needed in your life... in marriage... husband and 

wife may be relating to each other in deep pain... and one or the other can 

be very dominant. ... Some men bluster... stomp... yell... and insist... 

usually behind closed doors where no one outside can see.  They are 

miniature tyrants in their homes. ...  Conversely... sometimes women are 

dominant... manipulative... angry... vocal... and insistent. The conflict in 

these situations is never resolved because both insist on their right to 

extract personal revenge... Never mind that God is still on His throne... and 

that He sees... and that He is perfectly able to extract perfect retribution.  ... 

We mistakenly think... “If I don’t act... justice will never be served...”  

What ought to happen? ... What is the Christian alternative to what we see 

in this story? ... The Christian alternative is to invite the power of the One 

Who is greater than we are... to change the situation.  It is to ask for the 

power of God... which IS available to us in Christ... for us to issue genuine 

forgiveness toward them.  
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Forgiveness is the one element that is nowhere in Samson's story. ... But 

that's the option that we who know the Lord must choose... to look outside 

ourselves to the Lord for help... to realize that we don't need to insist on our 

rights... and to protect ourselves at every point.  ... We must learn from the 

narrative of Samson – we are not self-sufficient! 

When Beth Moore and her husband, Keith, spent time in war-torn Angola to 

draw attention to tens of thousands of malnourished people, they were 

changed forever. "I learned something in one of the rural villages that will 

mark my teaching and response to the Word of God," Beth says. "As we 

stood there, trying to absorb the sights and smells of living death, our new 

friend, Isak Pretorius, said, 'One of the most frustrating things is that in 

villages where they received seed, they often eat the seed rather than 

planting it and bringing forth the harvest.' I couldn't get the statement out of 

my mind and suddenly had an answer to the question I most often ask 

God: Why do some people see the results of the Word and others don't?" 

"Why have many of us read books on forgiving people, known the 

teachings were true and right, cried over them, marked them up with 

highlighters, yet remain in our bitterness? …  Because we ate the seed 

instead of sowing it." 
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